Fixed Interval Scheduling
Master Planning Re-Imagined

How can you increase your on-time
deliveries and better manage your
production line? Receiving and
scheduling hundreds of custom orders a
day can be a headache – especially when
most Master Planning tools weren't built
for that kind of manufacturing. With
Fixed Interval Scheduling, manufacturers
can:
Increase on-time deliveries
Reduce the amount of work-in-progress
Improve their cash flow
Increase accuracy of requirements
Understand inventory and utilize
company owned inventory first
• Only schedule orders that can be 100%
completed and shipped
•
•
•
•
•

The Solution
MCA Connect's solution, Fixed Interval
Scheduling, enables manufacturing
companies who have a global supply chain,
to have greater visibility into their production
line so they can make better business
decisions.
Features of
Fixed Interval Scheduling:
• Integrates with Dynamics 365 Finance or any
ERP systems

• Analyze company vs. vendor owned inventory

• Very accurate product demand requirements

Why Do You Need Fixed Interval Scheduling?
If you’re in the manufacturing industry, you know that manufacturers get hundreds of
orders a day. Some organizations receive highly unique and complex custom orders.
When companies manufacture custom orders, the operations have been optimized to the
point that they can build what the customer requests and ship it. They use the custom
orders to drive their manufacturing. This type of manufacturing is fundamentally different
from the rest and most master planning systems haven’t been built for the build-to-order
concept. These types of manufacturers need a solution that can revolutionize their
material, labor, and machine utilization by allowing windows of scheduling in hours
instead of days.

FIXED INTERVAL SCHEDULING IS PERFECT FOR
MANUFACTURING COMPANIES WHO WANT TO:
• Increase efficiency and productivity
• Increase customer satisfaction with on-time deliveries
• Make better and faster business decisions

ABOUT MCA CONNECT
MCA Connect has been an award-winning Microsoft partner for more
than a decade. When you combine Microsoft software with MCA
Connect’s expertise, your technology becomes a strategic asset that
sets you apart from competition. Named Microsoft’s #1 US Dynamics
Manufacturing Partner, our industry expertise and tailored solutions
enable us to provide greater, comprehensive value from industry
accelerators to IoT Analytics and more.
Contact MCA Connect to take advantage of this solution or learn
how we can bring value to your organization by calling
1-866-622-0669 or visiting MCAConnect.com.

